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SPIN STUDIES WITH A POLARIZED JET TARGET
IN LEAR

Y.OnclI) and A.pcnzo2)

Geneva, 28 March 1986

Abstrac:t: It is very unlikely that many of the problems addressed at LEAR contem.ing the NN
mteraction mc:cb.nisms and the new spectroscopy, will provide a clc:ar answer without
polarization meuurcments. IdcaIly these should be performed both polarized beam and target
to map out in detail the spin structure of the NN system and/or allow spin-parity
detemUnation of new ltates.
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INTRODUCIlON

It is very unlikely that many of the problems~ at LEAR conccming the NN interaction

mechanisms aDd the new IpCdtOlCOpy, will provide a clear answer without polarization mcuurcmcnta.

Ideally these should be pcrfOttDCd. both with target and beam polarized1 to map out in detailed the

spin Itrudurc of the NN system Uld/or allow spin- parity determination of new states. The polarized

jet target is an cs'C"tiaJ ingredient for I)'stcmatic polarization studies, u it would overcome the intOn-

sic limitations of a standard polarized target operated in extcma1 beams and also will relie¥c the pres-

sure for time-sharing (because it could in principle operate in parallel with other users) and could

easily match with a flexible multi - purpose detector with large acceptance.

POLARIZED JET TARGET (PJ1)

The usc of an internal polarized hydrogen jet target (PIT) in the LEAR ring has definite advan-

tages compared with a conventional solid state polarized proton target(PPT) used in an extraetcd beam

environment. This is apparent from the following table..

-
-

-

-

PPT PHJ

Density (g/cm3..) -. .92 2.10-u .
Bound(unJ)91)nucl./Free(pol) H 1 0
L CB/cm2 ) 45 61.3
P~onPit

...
75% >90%

Holding field (Gauss) 25.103 10
Polarization 'reversal time(min) 20 0
OPerating temp. (KO) 0.5

-
-
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Thcrcf'orc, the PPT is already less favorable than a liquid hydrogen target due to the 1arF background

arising from non- hydrogenous nuclei in the target mataia1. This unpolarlzcd background is particu.

Iarly important in prcciIe rc:somncc ItUdiea at low cncqiea and requires exltmivc background meas

urcmcntI with a ·dummy' t.up:t. Also the strong holding fidel required by a conYaltiorW PPT re

stricts the experimental acceptance for charged particlca. The PIT has an the advmtagcs of an

unpolarized internal jet tuFt (cs'CD'i.Uy pcrf'ect traDsparcDcy'. localized interaction point and high er·

ficU:D.cy in using the anti~protons from the AA) and the foDowiDg adyantap:s, IpCCific for polarization

studies, over a conventional PPT- extracted beam let - up.

- Higher polari,zation

- Pure hydrogen (no need of substraction of unpo1ui.zed compounds)

- Polarization can be rcvcncd very rapidly (100Hz) and can be oriented· in any chosen direction with

essentially no limination in the acc:cptance with respect to the PPT.

- Immunity to radiation d.arnqc (although the limit of 1014 m.i.partic1cs/cm2 for PPT might not to

be considered a limitation for the available anti -proton intensities)

These advantages arc: for most of the experimenti sufficient to balance the lower density of the

polarized jet, which should be however quite satisfactory even for low rate processes: with 1010 p cir

culating in LEAR, a polarized jet with 1012 polarized p/cm2 would produce s.lo3 strong lip interac-

tions/scc at 500 MeV/c. The figure of merit of PIT with respect to PPT can be estimated in comparing

the parameters affecting the statistical accuracy of a polarization measurement and efficiency in using

the anti - protons:

.) Spill time in LEAR is assumed 1 hr, with 2.10' stored p. Also limited by apparatus and acquisition
system rates. .
."') One filling of LEAR/day with 5.10' ~

-
-

Target proton/cm2

Bcamp/scc
Geometrical acceptance
Dununy+ pol. rcvcrsal/data taking
Integrated P/day

PPT(.3cm)

2.1013

5.10' (-)
0.15 .
30%
4.1010

PHl

IOU
1.5.1016

(."')

0.40
o
S.10S»
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Tbc:rcforc the running time DCCClllry to achieve the same precision Cor the measurement of asymmetry

with the PIT i.a the same u with a PPT (not taking into account the additional error from backgroWld

evmtl affectina PPT) but the total number of p/day is 10 times less. In view of the smaller luminosity

of the PIT with respect to the un.po1arizcd jet an appropriate strategy would be to run with PIT spe

cifically in the CIlCI'IY tanF when: wigni6cant ItNctUres have been identified in broader energy scans

with the unpolarizcd jet. Howeva: the reduced clcnsity of PIT is not a limitation at energies below 200

MeVIe, where also the unpolarizcd jet density must be decreased; at energies higher than 700 MeVIe

additional cooling of the stored beam might not be necessary. Therefore the PIT seems particulary

suited both for para1lel running with the SPS.collidcr and in parasitic mode with slow anti - proton

extraction.

-
-

-
-

-
-
-
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PHYSICS WITH PJT

Obviously an ideal aituation· would be to dispose of polarized IS circu1ationg in LEAR in conjuetion

-with PIT, u in thia cue a compJc:te spin dependent dc:acription of the N- N interaction would be-

possible, thus allowing the determination of the amplitudes for elastic ICattcrins and charge exchange.

In this cue the meson cxcNnge potentials for N - N could be understood and compared to the N - N

Leaving for the mom.c:nt the study-of clastic and charge exchange reactions to the ncar future pouibill-

ty of obtaining polarized P beam in L£AR, a lot can be achicw:cl already with the PIT alone in the

study of annihil·tioQ procea_ Hen: the major problem is to diJentanIIe the rc1ati.e importance of

quark diqrams and conw:ntional meaon-baryon intermediate Itates2. Furthermore in the former cue

it is relevant to undcntand the !Ole of quark rcarrangcmcnt and qq annihilation both in disconnected

diqrams and with gluonic intcnncdi·te statcs3 (Fig.l); in both cases the prcsc:ncc of new Oavour pairs

would be additional tag of these latter proc:csscs. The indications &om hadron spectroscopy that spin

effects arc ~portant and ~y governed by a spin - spin short range interaction, charactcristic of

vector gluon exchangc,and that the spin orbit term is negligible. These notions could be studied by in

vestigating the relative roles of qq exchange versus annihilation mechanisms.

There is an experimental evidence that a large negative polarization is found for many reactions

where A arc produced and this extends to other hyperon inclusive production QYCr an energy interval

of few orders of magnitude. This effect dcn1ands an explanation that being simultancously general and

simple must be related directly with the spin dynamics in the creation process of the as pair and the

recombination process leading to the tinal. state hadrons. In pP - YY polarization studies one can

therefore observe IClcetivc1y the a pair creation and the dynamics of both the stranF and anti-

strange valence quarles in the final states. ~e hyperon - antihyperon c:hanneb with their simple two

body kinematics play the ro~e of model reactions for ambitious polarization studies. Correlation pa

rameters are obtainable and with a polarized target three spin measurements arc possible with good

statistics.



Trcshold phenomena could be ItUdied in an optimal way owing to the high rcsoluion due the jet

target. 'I'bc relatively high intc:raetion rate allows the Itudy of dwulc:1J with branching ratio. far below

10-4/

and the search for new exotic states is likely to complete the cross -section measurements in a c:lecisive

way, allowing in many cases the determination of the quantum numbers of these new states and the

amplitude structure of the relevant processes. From this point of view annihilation channels into two

spinless mesons tH1, KK, '11J • ."." have definite advantages as compared with pP clastic scattering, these

Niskancn'14 calculations for the reaction pp - AA in • Ie+K- exclw1ge coupled -channel "

model reproduces the emu 1CCti0n data a.tisfactorily con.aidc:rinc that DO parameter has bccD fitted.

and gives net predictions for the polarization. A1IO in tbia cue. quark diapms involving u pair cre

ation an be con.sidcmd and the Ipin correlation for the final hyperons is • ICDIitive probe of the ex

cbangM quantum Dumbers in the • - and t - mannd Recx:ntly an iDterDa1 fusionS diagram with one

gluen exchange bas been proposed as the domiDmt mechanism for~ - IT production, predicting

cross lCdions in fair agreement with data. Although a carc:fu1 consideration is required for the possibil

ity of meson cx.cbangc K + K- may be sufficient to dcscn'"bc: this Radian. before any other conclusion

on possible quark contnbution. on the other hand.there is an experimental evidence that a large neg

ative polarization is found .for many reactions where A0 are produced (y p - K A... - P - A K, K

p - A ., ), as well as an impressiw systematics hyperon polarization in inclusive production

The measurement of the polarization asymmetry in the study of the pp annihilation dynamics
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advantages are:

- absence of diffractive backgroWld

- only 2 amplitudes contribute

- definite s - channel quantum numbers

Also in f)p annihilation into meson pairs, the competing mcclwUsm of quark interchange and annihi

lation could be distinguished. A comparision of the channel .. + ., - and K + K - should give a dis

crimination of thcrclative importance of the two diapms, including polarization effects that should

manifest as a result of the underlying spin correlations in quark - antiquark pair creation &5 suggested

above; assuming that u - quark from a polari:zcd proton carries its spin. it should combine prefcren·

-
-

-
-
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cially with the anti - quark of the created pair in antiparallc1 oonfigw'ation to form the final IDCIOIL

Measurements of clwpl wnnds .. +.. - and K + K - with theP.IT would fonow up and IC6nc the

polarization ItudiCs of PSI72S, in particular studying the state observed at KEK at 1935 MeV and the

E at 2232 MeV reported by the Mark III group. Data on the two body annihilation channels could

a1Jo diJtinsuiah betwccD competing proc:cuea of quark interchange, qq annihilation and pair creation.

A ltudy of polarization properties in KIK. and IT final states would extend the ICOpc of PS18S. Al

lowing the meuurcmc:DtI of Ipin c;xmdationa in the latter cue when the hyperon polarization can be

analyzed in addition to the target polarization asymmetry, 1-channel one gluon- exchange could im-

ply limplc bcW:ity c;xmdationa. The apec:ific properties of the jet target. (localized interaction region, no

absorption etc.) make this faa1ity very auitable for the measurement of final states containing neutral

particlcs("o•.,,0...,0) with y/a as dc:cay products. In association with an adequate clcctromagnctic calo

rimeter the apparatus would be capable of measuring pp - ..0,,0. 'IJ1J, .",,0, which gives acx:css to ,.a

- 0+ , 0+. 1- a - cbannd Jta1eS with a simple 2 - amplitude structure. Other quasi two body final

states decaying into YCdOr mesons (p,I.J,+), although having a morc complicated amplitude structure,

have partial aoss -ICC'liODS that m:larger than the true two - body channels and cover _larger variety

of s - channel quantum numbers: this is an important feature both for baryonium studies and for

searches of glucballs and hybrids.

As a first step to achieve this goal of complete spin studies in LEAR, there is a new proposal by
..or an internal polarized hydrogen jet target

IETSET group6 which uses an intcmal :molecular. hydrogen jetr:They have proposed an advanced

detector with large acceptance and complete infonnation on charged and neutral tracks in its final im-

plcmcntation: however. the immediate interest is to study of q,4J and KSKS production. on both un

polarized aa.d polarized hydrogen targets in the momentum range 600 - 1900 MeVIe. They intend to

measure the difrc:rcntial cross section and polarization P at different energies. The measurement of P

will have two interesting aspects:

i) A.3 streascd by S.Coopcr', the exclusive n:action and the two spin directions allow partial wave

analysis of the H mass plot, and ~ - H is simpler than 'IT - P - q,q,n (BNL experiment). The po-

larization parameter P will provide .additional constraints on the panial wave analysis.
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ii) The polarization will allow to sudy the com:1ation of the spin directions in the initial and final

ltatca, in a proccas involvin& purely gIuonic intermediate states. The specific natuze of the spin - apin

abort I'U1F intc:raction characteristic of vector gluon coupling to qq pairs, involves. correlation in the

hc:1icity of the qq both in the initial and 6na1 ttates.

The chlnnel pP - KsKs represents 25% of KOKo events. The ICrics of quantum numbers ac

cessible both pP and KsKs arc JPC - 0 + + , 2+ + , 4 + + ... in a pure isospin system I - 1. The

initial pP apin state is alJoconstraincd to have spin equal to one. It is foreseen. to measure dAJ/em and

P at the aamc momecnta u the K+ K- annihilation mea.suremcnts done by PS172. That will allow a

aimultancoUi amplitude analysis from the two isospin coupled channels. (whcrcu the KsKs is a pure

isospin I - 1 system. the K + K+ is a mixture of I - 0 and I - 1)

Conccming spin amplitudes, scattering in these channels can be expressed in terms of two ampli

tudes F + + , F + - which refer to hc1icity non";" flip and hc1icity nip parts, as ~ - fI' + .. - annihila-

tion. The differential cross section and polarization arc then defined as :

dD/dn - IF+ + 12 + IF+ -12

P - 21m {(F+ +)(F+ -)}/{IF+ +12 + IF+ -,2) These measurements combined with the

PS 172 data could provide significant insight into the annihilation mechanism of pp - KK.
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CONCLUSIONS

By uains atomic po1arizcd jet target and flexible multipurpose detector. there is a very good op-

portunity for a tyltc:matV: ltUdy of the varioUi amUbilation c:baDne1s acceaib1e in pP interaction and

-bencc improft our UDdcntandiDs on the apia. ItnIctUrc of the NN I)'Itcm. The polarization obscrv·

ablca alao playa very important role in • dec:isift way. allowing in many CUCI the determination of the

quantum numbers if Illy poSSlo1c aotic state is located.
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Fig. j The differential croll .eetion at the laboratory enercr 882 ~v. ~he 6.~. frac
Jayet et ~~).

Fig. , The polaritation of A(or A) for tour laboratory ener,iel inelu4ing the ones
of the LtAR experiment1J •
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